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About This Game

About the game:

 A short story driven adventure about a lonely robot and its destiny.

 A variety of puzzles, encounters with dangerous enemies and fascinating investigation.

 Find out what happened to our planet after the global catastrophe.

1968. «Due to the development of industry, some prominent scientists have expressed concern about the state of the earth's
atmosphere. In their opinion, the problem is the increase of concentration of freons and nitric oxide in the atmosphere, which
are detrimental to the ozone layer. The destruction of the ozone layer can lead to serious consequences for the ecology of the

planet: an increase in the intensity of ultraviolet radiation, the formation of new desert areas and lower yields». From the journal
"Science for the curious”.

2006. «More and more well-known experts say that the problem of ozone holes is only an element of political and economic
war, but does not pose a specific threat to humanity». From the newspaper "Environmental news».

2048. «The scale of the ecological catastrophe seems to be irreversible. It is not recommended to be in the area of direct sun
exposure without extreme necessity». From the reports of news feeds.

2054. «Global migration of people from areas with high radiation cause a serious problem for world security». From the UN
report.

2056. «Delta Dynamics has proposed a revolutionary solution to the problem of the earth's ozone layer destruction. It is planned
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that the company's robots will restore the ozone layer in areas with the greatest danger. The project has already allocated more
than $ 2 trillion from the Reserve Fund». Global World Flow.

Year unknown. «1001110 1100001 1101101 1100101 100000 1000101 1100001 1110010 1110100 1101000 100000
1010000 1101111 1110000 1110101 1101100 1100001 1110100 1101001 1101111 1101110 100000 110000». A message was

intercepted by the trading ship that was heading to cube А3К5 of the galaxy "Milky Way".
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Title: Northern Lights
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
DimleTeam
Publisher:
DimleTeam
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista / 7 / 8 / 10 – 64 bits

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB NVIDIA GeForce 9800GTX / ATI Radeon HD 3xxx series

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian
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Any DLC without new ship is meant to screw us :-P
======================================================
Alright.I didn't want to write these words,I had a regatta to win.But the so-called twice fixed regatta still blocked me at
Bridgetown.The only improvement was I could finnish 3 stages of the race,instead of zero.Never the less,once again I have
nothing to do now.Thus I have time to talk about the new DLC.
I bought Hero of Nation as soon as it was released,to show my support to the devs and the game.Never played it
yet,however.Thanks to the delay.But I read the walkthrough so basicly I know what this DLC looks like.
Now dear Charles has a chance of being governor.All hail!So what?He is governor of NOTHING.No real power,not even over a
common citizen.Lord governor is merely a void title.What he do is still sailing,or raiding.Look!A governor that raids on a pirate
ship!How ironic...Don't tell me that Governor Charles has the power of collecting tax from St Martin.With a character who is
capable to finnish this DLC,I don''t need money.
I'm NOT blaming this DLC for the lack of real governor power.I'm blaming the devs for they had forgot what the game
was.This is an adventure free sandbox pirate RPG.I bought it for adventure,pirate life,strange stories and the Ghost Ship,not for
noble titles or politic power.
Should I want to be governor or king of the new world,void title or with real power,I could play Empire Total War.Build my
own fleet,capture the colonies of New Spain one by one,assign a mayor to each of them,and construct whatever I want,then
blackmail King Carlos the Idoit a huge sum for a ceasefire.I've had enough of that,so I deleted my ETW savegame and went
back to TEHO.
Why are there always some players crying for high level politic authorty element in adeventure RPG?Why do they have to seek
for the chance of being governors,dukes,prime ministers or kings in a pirate game?Why did the devs listen to them and mix this
once great game with something that doesn't suit it?
Looks like next DLC will be normal.I like Charles,and Sea Dogs,really.
BTW,please make your third fix to regatta.Most of my friends didn't find that the bug still exists,as you had already
disappointed them with the fail of the first regatta fix and they didn't even want to try the second.TEHO has no native language
of us,yet still they play it with dictionary in hand.Do NOT let them down again,plz.. The game is amazing, I thought the Team
Gameplay mechanics were going to suck but they are actually really good, it success on making the formula feel fresh. Now, in
case you don't really like it or it just isn't your thing, there is also the Solo races, both ofline and online (even for competitive),
you can just ignore the fact that you are on a team when playing Adventure mode.

People say it's a step back from Racing Transformed but, why tho? I LOVE the original Stars Racing and Transformed, but, I
mean, the gameplay here feels better than ever, controlls are accurate and the overall experience feels really smooth thanks to
the constant 60fps, I had complains with Transformed, the planes were full of bugs, and the ship sections were boring and fkng
hard to controll, I actually prefer a Kart-only focused game. And also, the fact they got rid of the Sega All-Stars characters don't
botters me, it dosen't matter if the last games had more characters than this one bacause I only used like 3 characters anyways, I
always go for the Sonic characters because it's the Sega franchise I know the most lmao, let's get real here, who played as Alex
Kid in Transformed? or Ralph? or Danica Patrick? she is a real person! WTF Sega!

The graphics are beautiful and the OST is just perfect, a nice touch is the fact that, like in Forces, you can turn off the
characters voices on the radio while playing (great because of the cringe).
Only 15 characters makes it feel a little incomplete so I hope they add... I don't know... 2 teams as DLC? It lacks great Sonic
characters like Espio, Cream and Chaos 0, not gonna lie, the fact they put Vector instead of Espio, a Chao Trio instead of
Cream and Zavock instead of Chaos 0 still makes me sad and mad.
The stages desing is soo cool! it have a few stages from the last 2 games but that's ok.
Customization is good, you can get everything just by playing the game, no micro-transactions here!
The Adventure mode campaing is good for a Kart racing game, they tried to make an actual story with this type of game so you
can't really complain about it.

My only problem is the fact that the online multiplayer is dead, but I hope that's because it just got released, people is getting
good at it and\/or are playing the Adventure campaing. I'll give it a wait for couple of days and change this if it becomes alive.

So... is it worht it? Hell yes it is, this game is a lot of fun, it may feel like it lacks content but compared to the last 2 Racing
games it is very equal.
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A lot of people also complains about the price, I think it's good, at least in my country (Chile) it cost $20.000CLP, wich is
around $30USD, and that price for a just released game here is actually cheap.

PD: I speak Spanish, sorry if my English is meh.. If you are an Ottoman player and wanted to build your very own Dream Team.
Then Get THIS!

10\/10. sry...but that game is crap. where are the buildings?. Just overrated. As basic as it gets and not exactly managing to
charm me. Not at all bad, but lacking anything special about it. If you can: try a demo or otherwise only get it on discount and if
you plan to play with friends.. So you been playing The Witcher or Dragon Age and just don't get all the shagging and long-
winded dialogues. You're even annoyed that those games aren't featuring turnbased combat. And the setting seems too familiar
like something done a million times before.

Welcome to Wizardry 8. Pretty much the pinnacle of turnbased dungeoncrawler cRPG's. This one is gold. If you ever played
Might & Magic, Eye of the Beholder, Menzoberezzan or the newer Legend of Grimrock (which is gridbased unlike this one)
you'll most likely adore this game.

This is a game for oldschool RPG players. It's stat-heavy, character development is exciting and fun, there is A LOT of combat
and A LOT of loot, progression feels right and well paced, character voices are a blast, music is pretty atmospheric and nice, the
world is a bit empty but looks decent for an oldschool cRPG and the 90's developer humour is a joy to behold (do check the
manual as well for some quick laughs).

The amount of races (11) and classes (15) gives this game one of the most intriguing character creation schemes ever. It's
bloody hard to settle on 6 characters only when they all sound very unique and interesting. The game lets you recruit two npc's at
a time (RPC's) with their own benefits and limitations (some outright refuse to go to certain areas). Once created the future
development starts to intrigue you. You'll most likely end up in forums getting answers to a lot of questions in that regard.
Which is quite nice. I learned half of this game by reading posts and figuring out different approaches.

Which is this game's strongest side IMO. There is no right or wrong way. It's how you wanna play it (for the most part). There is
no such thing as an optimal party. It's what you want it to be. What suits your roleplaying and gameplay the best. And that's one
of the reasons it's hard to become tired of this game. The amount of options, how many characters to run (1-6), where to go
(semi-open world), what skills to emphasize developing, who you wanna recruit etc..... You most likely wanna try out every
possible combination.

The game has a few bugs. Luckily the game uses rolling quicksaves so you can have 3 quicksaves at a time (at which point the
first gets overwritten and so forth). And the combat can get really slow. I highly recommend using the monster movement speed
mod: http://wolfie.wiz8.de/Wiz8Fast.html

TL;DR

"You're going to need someone of superior intelligence"

If you like oldschool, combat and stat heavy cRPG's you will get hooked on this one. I've seen people with ridiculous amount of
time in this game. People who tried multiple playthroughs with different setups, 1 character iron man games, you name it.

Personally I have 300+ hours in the game (some off Steam) and have gotten around 15%-20% through the game then restarted
to try out different parties and builds. This game will do that to you. I have rarely seen a starting zone (the Monastery) this many
times in any cRPG I've ever played. And I love it.

The game has some quirky puzzles. Things you wouldn't expect or see coming. And the feeling of solving said puzzles leaves
one with the satisfaction like no other. Back in the day people didn't go online to check walkthroughs but sticked with it and got
the most rewarding feeling of figuring something out for themselves. This game has that sort of "achivement moments".

IMHO this game, Fallout 1&2 and Arcanum is the best non-D&D cRPG to ever have been made. It's just that bloody good. Not
the story, but the level of party customization, the mix of "improving through usage" and point distribution at level-up's, the
witty voiceacting, the weird fantasy-scifi setting, the extremely tactical combat system (positioning is everything), the small
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tricks you pick up as you get better at the game etc....

It is simply brilliant. Let me recommend you this video to understand the importance of Wiz8 and the Wizardry series:

Spoiler alert!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ab08qIbo9e4. This is absolutely my favorite game of all time. <3. Lot of potential and great
game but need more animations, especially for receivers and defensive back. Most of the time balls bounce on the receiver's
chest and fall to the ground before he tries to catch it. But its the first of a serie I hope and I am glad to support this game.
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i absolutely love this game. the character development is amazing. at first you are this shy and timid person but as you go deeper
into the story you slowly become more confident and brave which is pretty cool because i feel that there is rarely any main
character development while the other characters slowly grow and become a better version of themselves. i really do like how
your character is pretending to be a guy because it gives the story and game a bit of a interesting twist and that your not this
really girly and typical main female character. i really like all your companions and romance options. currently im trying to
romance the prince because he is one of my favourite characters so far. this game was defintely worth the money i paid, i dont
regret buying this game at all. i really do reccomend this game to everyone who wants something a bit different from the usual
visual novels. Hello friends. I just played this game. It has some interesting mechanics, as you drive, but not in the traditional
way. Your a limo driver that does one thing..spin, spin, and spin...It is a very interesting play mechanic. It also features live
scenes. Anyways, here is my Pro's and Con's:

PROS:

-A interesting mechanic in a driving game, revolving and spinning driving. This actually takes some puzzle elements into the
game too so you can fit into certain spots in the game.

-Live Action scenes. There are live movies which are voiced and acted out. The acting in some scenes is very funny. I laughed at
a couple of them. This game does not take itself serious either..so that adds to the humour.

-Replay to collect collectables around the map.

-Different modes of play (some open after beating game).

CONS:

- The spinning driving might be not everyone's favorite game .

- The voice acting is well..not that great, but it does add to game to make it funny.

-Some of the achievements are extremely time sensitive..and seem very long to me. For example, there is one achievement
where you need to play for 8 hours to get it? That is a long time to get a achievement...

For all it's sillyness, i want to recommend this game. I think this game is more like a 1970's B movie..at least it feels like that to
me. Anyways, it is a silly game with funny live action scenes. The game itself is solid. The strange roatating mechanic is even
interesting. For all this, i still find the game a bit silly.. Fun Build a Tower game. This is one of the best DLC packs available for
Max Payne 3. If you get any DLC you should probably get this one.

The M24 is a bolt-action sniper rifle and in effect comes across as considerably weaker than either the FMP or the M82, but
with this pack the M24 is available from level 0 in multiplayer, as opposed to FMP needing lvl 20 and M82 requiring lvl 40.
This gives lower ranked players loadout options to fight back against other snipers. In addition, at rank 9, the M24 becomes the
only sniper rifle in the game that you can equip a silencer on, giving it a bit more usefulness and a unique niche in the Max
Payne 3 arsenal.

The IA2 is a heavy-hitting assault rifle that most reminds me of the FAL, altho it seems better in most categories, trading small
amount of damage for rate of fire and mag size. IA2 has become one of my most-used assault rifles due to it's availability from
level 0, where others unlock mostly much later.

The Explosives Burst is one of the most overlooked (and possibly cheapest) bursts in the game. At lvl 1 it boobytraps every body
on the battlefield, so anyone looting any corpse anywhere in the game has a good chance of winding up your victim just like
that. This makes the lvl 1 burst very good for basic kill padding for your score, earning you enemy kills without even being in
combat. It's always amusing when someone loses their vendetta to a boobytrap creative by lvl 1 explosives burst. Lvl 2 and 3 I
have a harder time distinguishing, but in a nutshell (in addition to the effect from lvl 1) it also makes all your shots explode,
dealing splash damage. The bullets themselves I find deal slightly less damage than they would regularly, but its amazing for
nuking people in cover, or just for shock-and-awe attacks as I find most people have a hard time shooting back right away when
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there's explosions going off all around them XD. Ultimate\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off for snipers since
explosions shake your aim on the scope.

Bomb Suit is the most valuable piece of this DLC and gives you a way to survive insta-death by normal explosions, such as
grenades, RPGs and boobytraps. All damage from explosives wearing the bomb suit is reduced by 50%. This has created some
false rumors in multiplayer that bomb suit is overpowered or has higher protection than body armor (which is false, it offers no
more protection against bullets than when you wear no body armor). Mostly I find its cause kids get mad and tend to resort to
explosives to kill you if you best them with guns. So this is a way of being able to survive those sort of cheap tactics which
might otherwise hamper your awesome K\/D ratio, because you are of course, an awesome player (like me).. can you add
gravity settings to increase or decrease gravity?
Also like the ability to hit escape the intro on opening.
Dont want to wait for it everytime I start the game.
Add a counter next to each road to show how many times beat like I know the old one used dots.
Also ability to select monitor to display on because I use my laptop but sometimes hook it up to my 38inch monitor
Besides that its a great remake.
Love to see a Space Roads xmas edition end of this year like the classic too!
Awesome job so far!. Even though the game is almost free I still had to give it a thumb down - it is poorly programmed walking
simulator (even with lowered graphic details and low resolution it freezes for few seconds every time I turn around), the
atmosphere is not bad, but it is a game with about 30 minutes of gameplay where you have very little to actually do and deal
with "puzzles" that are hard to understand what have to do with anything.

Perhaps Artania has something to offer, but the game does everything possible to put me off from discovering what it is all
about.
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